Call for participation at summer school on random walks and complex networks in Nice

As part of the PIMS-CNRS collaboration, PIMS supports the participation of two master or PhD students (CAD 1250 each) at the summer school on random walks and complex networks to be held in Nice, France, from July 8 to July 19, 2019. The financial support can be used for paying the registration fees (400 EUR, roughly 600 CAD, that includes courses, 2-week accommodation, 10 lunches and 10 coffee breaks) as well as travel expenses (there are currently flights for 700 CAD with Air Transat from Vancouver to Nice).

More details on the summer school can be found here: https://math.unice.fr/~dmitsche/Summerschool/Summerschool.html

Applications from minorities and women are especially encouraged.

If you want to participate, please send your CV, a one page motivation and a paragraph with a letter from your supervisor to Dieter Mitsche, dmitsche@gmail.com.
Deadline: Feb 15, 2019, with notification shortly afterwards. Notice the short deadline so that flight prices do not increase by too much.